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Submission of BOMA

Issue 1.0

1.1 Hcas Toronto Hydro responded app~^opNiately to all relevant OEI3 dig^ections fi^om

pi°evious proceedings?

There were four directions from the Board ii7 EB-2014-0116. They dealt with customer

engagement, loss adjustment factors, 1noi7itoring aild reporting, and disposition of the Retail

Settlement Variance Account.

BOMA believes that Toronto Hydro did make soil7e improvements in its customer engagement

process, particularly by C011ClUCtlllg it in a more timely fashion. However, as is explained

elsewhere in this submission, BOMA has major coizcerns with the integrity and fairness of the

Innovative work, and believes that Innovative and Toronto Hydro have spun the results to

emphasize responses favourable to Toronto Hydro.

BOMA believes that Toronto Hydro has complied with the rei71air1iilg three directions.

1.2 Is the proposed effective elate ofJc~nuary 1, 2020 appropriate?

Yes, the proposed effective date of January 1, 2020 is appropriate.

1.3 Are the bates and bill impacts resulting, from Toro~Zto Hyde^o's application appropriate?

Tl~e base rate impacts from Toronto Hydro's application are not appropriate. They are excessive,

and they do not respond accurately to ratepayers' stated needs and preferences.

(a) The forecast base rate impacts for the major customer classes are set out in Table 1

below. These numbers, and the numbers for Table 2 oil p3, al-e taken from the table at
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1 B-SEC-13, p2, filed on January 23, 2019, and are in Appendix A to this Submission.

The numbers in the tables below do not include rate riders.

Table 1

Base Rate Increases

Residei7tial <50 kW 50-9991cW (mid-inarl<et)

2020 1.3% 3.6% 3.5%

2021 3.3% 3.5% 3.3%

2022 2.5% 2.5% 2.5%

2023 4.2% 4.7% 4.2%

2024 3.9% 3.9% 3.9%

TOTALS 17.2% 18.2% 19.4%

Cumulative Impact

The forecast cumulative increases over the 2020-2024 term for the various rate classes range

from 15% to almost 20%, which are too high, given the fact that for residential, small business,

and nlid-market rate classes, the largest number of customers surveyed stated that electricity

prices were their highest priority concern with their electricity service. The five year cumulative

increase for the residential, shall business, and inid-market (SOkW-999kW) ratepayers are

17.2%, 18.2%, and 19.4%, respectively.

These forecast annilal increases are well over the Board's current inflation projections and come

with no forecast increase in reliability, except on a very few feeders, and for those, no
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quantitative estimate of impraveinent. The increases are on top of very large increases over the

previous five year custom IR plan, which are shown in Table 2 below.

Table 2

Base Rate Increases

Residential <SOIcW 50-999kW

2015 0% 0% 0%

2016 22.3% 22.9% 20.8%

2017 5.8% 6.3% 7.3%

2018 4.0% 5.1 % 5.4%

2019 2.5% 3.8% 3.8%

TOTALS 34.6% 39.3% 39.3%

Adding the cumulative increases together reveals that cumulative rate increases over the current

plan and forecast for the proposed. 2020-2024 plan range from 40% to 6U% (arithmetic) for the

residential, small business, and mid-market ratepayers. The compound rates increases would be

higher still. Ratepayers have been subject, and will continue to be subject, to relentlessly

increasing rates over the ten year period, 2015-2024, with no assurances that the rate increases

will abate after 2024. This approach is unacceptable. The base rates measure the increase in the

pl•ice for distribution service only, which distribution service is the part of the overall customer

bill for which Toronto Hydro is accountable, and their trajectory is the most important indicator

of the extent to which the utility is responding to customer• preferences.

They da not include the impact of rate riders which result in temporary additions to, or

subtractions from, customel-s' distribution base rates. The rate riders al•e the result of previous
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over- oi• under-pa}mlents, leading to credits or debits in variance or deferral accounts. They ai•e

in place only as long as necessary to offset the previous under- or over-payment. In this

proceeding, the proposed rate riders resLllt ii1 a credit to ratepayers in each year of the tei7n, but

much of that credit is due to a substantial over-payment by ratepayers in the previous term.

Ratepayers are just getting their money back. The rate riders should not be included in the

distributiotl base rate impacts of the company's proposals for 2020-2024, as the company has

done. For example, the company's evidence in its Executive Summary states that:

"For a ~~esidential customer, the utility's S year proposal would result in can aver^age

annzcc~l incYease of $0.77 (1.7 percent) on Toronto Hydro 's distribution portion of the

bill... " (p9).

This evidence conflates the impact of the rate riders with the base rates, ai d is misleading.

Total customer bill percentage impacts are necessarily smaller than base rate percentage impacts

because, for tl~e average residential customer, Toronto Hydro's distribution base rates account for

about 25%~ of the total customer bill (Innovative Study, Low Volume Focus Groups, p19). The

total customer bill is largely driven by the electricity commodity price, with additional amounts

for transmission and various regulatory charges, which together make up approximately 75% of

the residential customers' bill. So the impact of a substantial base rate increase will result in a

much smaller percentage of the total customer bill. Put another way, even a substantial annual

distribution rate increase wi11 result in a relatively small percentage iilcr-ease in the customer's

total bill. However, this is not due to any restraint or discipline on the part of Toronto Hydro.

The Board should pay less attention to the impact on the total bill, as it is mainly a fiinction of

the electricity con~inodity price at the time the calculation is made, which price has increased

dramatically over the last several years. Moreover, outrageously high increases in the
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distributor's price for its service can be made to look much smaller if compared with the total

electricity bill (our' emphasis).

The Board should also take note of the impact of large capital cost allowances in excess of

depreciation on the revenue requirement and rates, especially in a Custom IR Plan, which

includes very large capital expenditures year over year. The initial effect of the discrepancy is to

reduce the revenue requirement, but the impacts will gradually reverse over time (assuming the

large capex amounts do not persist forever), and begin to increase the revenue regnirelnent.

2.1 Are call elements of Toronto Hydro 's Custom Incentive Rczte-setting ~Yoposc~l .for the

deter~nincztion of rates app~opriczte?

No. Some of the elements, including the C-factor and the stretch factor, are not.

The elements of Toronto Hydro's custom IR Plan include the I-X formula, a growth factor, and a

C-factor.

The company has proposed the Board's current inflation rate, an industry productivity factor of

0%, and a stretch factor of 0.3%. BOMA supports the use of the Board's approved inflation

factor, and the Board's approved electricity industry ~•owth factor of 0%. The Board has

approved the latter in several recent cases. BOMA notes that Pacific Economics Group ("PEG"),

in its testimony on behalf of Board staff, supported the industry growth factor of 0%, although it

also noted that in a recent study that it performed for the United States Department of Energy

(Lawrence Lives-more National Laboratory), it had determined that in the United States, the

electricity distribution industry productivity was currently increasing at rates between U.2% and

0.4% annually.
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BOMA notes that both the industry productivity factor and individual Ontario utility stretch

factors have been t11e subject of extensive analysis by the Ontario Energy Board (the "Board"),

Bo~ud staff, aild substantial work by PEG as a productivity consultant to Board staff. They are

well grounded in empirical research and theory.

BOMA does not support Toronto Hydro's proposed stretch factor of 0.3%, which is SU% lower

than its cui-i•ent Board approved stretch factor of 0.6%. In EB-2014-0116, the Board assigned

Toronto Hydro a stretch factor of 0.6% (EB-2014-0116, pl4) based on the fact that Toronto

Hydro was classified as a high cost performer (Ibid, p15) based on the Board's antlual

benchmarking.

The Board undertakes annual benchmarking for all Ontario distributors, and based on those

benchmaiking results, assigns each distributor a stretch factor. The 0.3% stretch factor

cori•esponds to an average performer, while a 0.6% stretch factor corresponds to a high cost

performer. In EB-2014-0116, based on benchmarking filed by Power Systems Engineering

("PSE") to support the Application, Toronto Hydro proposed a stretch factor of 0.3%, rather than

the 0.6% that would otherwise have been applied by the Board to Toronto Hydro (EB-2014-

0116, p14).

In EB-2014-01 '16, the Board found that:

"7he a~pt~opriate stretch factor fo~~ Tof^onto hydro is 0.6%. The OEB .fii~cls tl~at tl~e

evide~ace cis c~ whole is ~~ot sufficiently persuasive to support the clzan~ge so~uglit by

Toror~.to Hydro. " (Ibid, p 15)

In that decision, the Board took issue, inter alia, with PSE's inclusion of aiz "urban core variable"

in PSE's benchmarking model. It stated that:
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"... it ccai~~2ot cletei~fnine that the evidence clemonstrcltes that it exists." (Ibid, p16)

The Board also favoured PEG's suggested asset inflation factor of 2%, rather than the 4.55%

proposed by PSE, given that the 2% is:

"...more closely c~ligiied to the value used by the 013 as the c~nnzcal inflation ,factor. "

(Ibid, pl8)

In this proceeding, PSE has changed the nature of its "uibai~ core" variable fi-oin a binary

variable to one based on the percentage of a utility's service territory, then is characterized as

"congested urban", but it did not abandon tl~e concept. It also changed the name of the variable,

from urban core to "congested urban".

In its benchmarking study for this case, PSE determined that Toronto Hydro's costs were 18.6%

below their model benchmark on average over the three most recent years for which data was

available (2015-2017). However, the company's forecast costs over the 2020-2024 period were

on average just 6% below the benchinarlc, and by 2024, the final year of the plan, the forecast

cost was only 2.6% below the benchmark, marking the nineteenth year of continuous decline

(worsening perfot7nance) (Exhibit 1 B, Tab 4, Schedule 2, ~6). Appendix B reproduces p6 of the

PSE Report, which shows these results.

PEG's evidence (on behalf of Board staff in this case carne to very different conclusions. PEG

found that Toronto Hydro's performance in the early years of the study period (2005-2014) were

well below the benchmark, but declined steadily over the period. Cost efficiency declined

substantially over the current IR plan, to track the benchmark over the 2015-2017 three year

period, and is forecast to continue to worsen over the proposed 2020-2024 plan, to an average

15.6% over- the benchmark for the five years of the plan (Exhibit M1, p53) (our en7phasis).
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These results are shown in a table oil p54 of PEG's study, which page is reproduced at Appendix

C to this submission.

BOMA believes the PEG study to be the snore reasonable study, for several reasons.

First, PEG provided a more balanced set of variables, particularly its treatment of the urban

character of Toronto Hydro. PSE has reintroduced its urban core variable that the Board did not

approve in EB-2014-0116. It has merely changed the variable from a bitlary one to one based on

the percentage of a Lttility's service territory that is characterized as congested urban.

The PSE model defines a congested urban area as an area with a concentration of buildings moi-c

than seven stories high, which seems a gross oversimplification and inconsistent with the

definition of the Toronto space that PSE says it is congested urban in nature, as buildings over

seven stories are widely dispersed throughout the city. In addition, PSE doubled down on the

urban congestion variable by adding a number of hybrid variables, such as the percentage

undel•ground multiplied by the congested urban variable, and a number of interactive and

quadratic factors. These hybrid terms are opaque and the study does not show how they are

calculated, and why they are being introduced. PSE has admitted that the congested urban

variable has a very significant impact on Toronto Hydro's benchmark results, t11e largest of any

of the impact variables. This impact was quantified iu J9.3, an undertaking response which PSE

produced (reluctantly), and only in response to a Board directive, and which contains a table

showing Toronto Hydro's performance is drastically wot•sened, versus its benchmark with the

congested urban variable removed. J9.3 is reproduced at Appendix D of this submission.

PEG has stated that it does not agree with PSE's model's tt-eatment of what it calls the urban

challenge. PF.,G states:
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"We c~clztzowledge tl~at the Company faces substantial urban challenges in the provision

of distrib~uto~ services bzit c~isagf~ee with the [PSE's] i~~odel's treatinef2t of these

chczllei~ges. MoreoveN, the model doesn't capture rural clzcallenges that some c~ist~^ibz~~tors

face, zrnlike cr pYevious total cost benclz~narlczng model tlaczt PSE p~~eperf~ed fog^ Hydro Ol~.e

Networizs in c~nothe~~ electricity distributor ~^ate c~ppliccttion.

In ac~clition to nui~~erous busi~~ess condition variables, the ~rioclel includes an uftiusually

large izi.~nzber of quc~c~ratic and i~ztei°action terl~is for these vcz~^icibles which jeopa~°c~ize the

precision of czll pcaYai~~eter estimates".

PEG notes their filrther concerns with PSE's choice of variables at pp 71-72 (Exhibit M 1).

BOMA notes, in particular, PEG's critique of PSE's use of an interactive term between PSE's

congested urban and underground variables. Undergrounding is a characteristic of urbanization,

but is not, at least in Toronto Hydro's case, restricted to the urban core, and is widespread and

increasing throughout Toronto Hydro's large suburban areas.

On the failure to provide a "rural" variable in the model, criticized by PEG, PSE seems to be

shading the model to snaxiinize the advantage to Toronto Hydro.

BOMA also agrees with PEG that the PSE model is somewhat fragile, and overly susceptible to

small changes. For example, the impact of the removal o~ the congested urban variable oil the

PSE's benchmark model results is a very large change ii7 Toronto Hydro's results, as can be seen

by comparing the results in Appendix D (J9.3) with the results in Appendix B.

While PEG used an urban challenge variable, it did not use the interaction term of urban

congestion core and underground.

FEG's model does not inclLide pension and benefit costs, because consistent data is not available

for its US sample.



BOMA's view is that urbanization may also bring with it some cost reductions. For example, the

raid growth of condominiums in central Toronto may allow Toronto Hydro to lower the

connection and total line costs per customer. When Toroizto Hydro connects a new

condominium tower, it connects several hundred cListomers. The cost of connecting several

hundred customers in single family homes, spread across a distant suburban or exurban area,

may be higher, giveiz that the costs of internal wiring of a tower are largely borne by the

developer•/condominium owners.

PEG suggested a stretch factor of 0.45%, with which BOMA agrees. However, BOMA

considers its proposal rather generous.

Custom Capital Factor

Unlike the industry productivity and stretch factors, the "custom capital factor" is not determined

by empirical research. It is simply the percentage, when applied to the capital driven portion of

the company's revenue requirement in a given year (depreciation, return an capital, and PILs),

which will generate funds required to finance that year's proposed capital expenditures, over and

above the funds that will be generated by the I-X percentage plus the growth factor. Put another

way, the custom capital factor is designed to fund the bulk of the capital expenditures proposed

in each year of the five year plan.

The company's evidence describes the calculation of the custom capital factor at Exhibit 1 F3, Tab

4, Schedule 1, p9 of its evidence. The evidence notes, at the bottom of p9, that:

"The values of C1z [the capital factor for each year] represent Zhe c~nzount by wlzicl~ base

rates tivoulcl heed to be ii~ereased to.fund Toro~zto Hyd~~o's ec~pital needs over t17e eoui°se

of t1~~e raze term."
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Note that the capital factor- varies from year to year to reflect the changes in the capital driven

portion of the revenue requirement (return on capital, depreciation, and PILs) from year- to year.

Nate that the capital factor does not apply to annual OM&A expenditures, or revenue offsets

which are escalated amlually by the I-X percentage.

For example, if the Board were to reduce Toronto Hydro's proposed capex by 10%, in this case,

the proposed capital factor percentages would also decline by 10%.

Unlike the I-X formula from fourth general IRM, which incents the utility to becoizle more

efficient and to enhance the productivity of both its capital and operating expenditures, the

capital factor- is not a constraint on the company's ability to spend capital or an incentive to

become more productive. As noted above, it is designed to enable the company to fund its

proposed capital expenditures over the five year plan. It ensures that Toronto Hydro receives

hundreds of millions of dollars each year more than it would receive each year from the I-X

factor used in foin~th generation IRM, and a reasonable growth factor. Noy- is it contingent on the

company meeting any specified productivity improvements over the plan term.

Moreover, given the size of the proposed increase in capex over the five year plan, and tl~e

hundreds of unprioritized projects included in that plan, the use of the capital factor facilitates a

less rigorous examination of the capital expenditures, and in-service additions than is desirable.

This result is best understood by comparing the use of the custom capital factor in a custom IR

proposal to the alternative -fourth generation IR with access to the ICM/ACM.

Under the fourth generation IR regime, an applicant seeking to spend more fiuld~s on capex

(which wil] eventually become part of in-service additions and the 1-ate base, and increase the
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l~even~ue requirement for the following years) over the plan term), than will be provided by the

amlual I-X plus growth foi7nula, must identify the distinct capital projects foi• which it is seeking

ICM or ACM treatment. The distinct projects must be determined to be ICM-eligible, rather

than part of the normal day to day operations of the Litility, and must be projects that have a

significant impact on the operations of the utility. In addition, the Boas•d's ICM/ACM policy

includes a materiality factor and a deadband, which are designed to ensure that the applicant is

not able to access ICM fundiiZg until it has used the cash flow from existing depreciation, aild

reprioritization, and from existing rates and growth. Moi-eovez-, each project for which the utility

is seeking ICM funding must meet aproject-specific materialitytest.

The Board, intervenors and Board staff are able to challenge the costs proposed for each project,

and the need for• the project (unless the need been established in a previous leave to construct

case). The level of scrutiny is much greater and there is no guarantee that the company will

receive ICM funding for the proposed projects. The Board has often turned down some of the

proposed projects after detailed analysis, as for example in EB-2018-0016 (Alectra).

The custom IR with capital factor allows for no such scrutiny, particularly given the way the

company has structured the capex portion of its plan (see below).

In EB-2017-0049, PEG had suggested that a matez-iality factor and dead zone be added to the

capital factor. The Board declined to do so as it found that there was no detailed evidence as to

how a materiality factor and dead zone would be incorporated into the capital factor (p33).

PEG has continued to express concerns about Toronto Hydro's use of a custom capital factor in

this application, concerns which BOMA shares. PEG states at p62 of its evidence that:
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"The proposed rcztenzc~king tNec~tinenZ of capital is ouf~ chief concern. The C factoY wo~t~ld
e~~sure that the Company r~ecove~°s its projected/proposed capital cost less a peNfuncto~~y
stretclz factor »~a~kdown. A~zy ci.~n~ulc~tive capex underspe~2c~ would be ~~eti-arned to t12e
rc~tepc~yef~. Extei~~zcally-d~~iveiz capex stiach cis that due to higlzwc~y constructio~~ would be
cacld~~essed by cz variance account. Hence, capital revenue would chiefly be estczblislzec~ oiz
c~ cost of service bc~szs. " (om~ emphasis) (Exhibit M 1, p62)

PEG went on to state:

"Given the ir~heJ^eizt unfairness to customer°s of asyfnJ~~etrzcczlly,fiinding capital revenue
shortfalls, Toronto Hydro 's wealz incentive to contain capex, cand the Cojripcany's
incentive to exc~gger^ate capex requi~~en~ents, stc~keholclers and the Board must be
especially vigilant about the Company's capez proposal. " (Exhibit Ml, p63)

In this case, PEG provides the detailed evidence on how that integration of a materiality

threshold and deadband into the C-factor regime can be accomplished. PEG demonstrated that

the 0.15% markdown to the capital factor, ordered by the Board in EB-2017-0049, does not

provide the same markdown (incentive) as the materiality threshold in an ICM or ACM. PEG's

analysis concludes that, to ensure that the C-factor results in an equivalent markdown (incentive)

to the applicant to that provided by the fourth generation IRM approach, the average capital

factor over• the five year period would need to be reduced from 3.64% (the company's current

proposal) to 3.17°/~, a reduction of approximately fifty basis points on average over the flan

tei7n. PEG's evidence provides the methodology and calculations to support its conclusions at

J 1 U.S. BOMA notes that the proposed reduction in the capital factor are iu the arches• of 14% of

tl~e requested Gfactor. BOMA recommends the Board reduce the proposed C-factor by the

amount suggested by Dr. Lowry. The Board should also require aproject-specific materiality

factor to ensure that Toronto Hydro finance critical smaller projects through reprioritizing other•

projects.
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However, BOMA regards its proposal to reduce the capital factor to be an interim solution only.

BOMA recommends that the Board set a deadline after which it will not accept a C-factor• as paid

of a custom IR proposal from any Ontario utility. For reasons BOMA ex~laius ii1 this

Submission, BOMA believes that a custom IR coupled with a C-factor is not consistent with the

Board's RRFE fi•ainework. The C-factor effectively transforms the custom IR into a multiyear

cost of service plan. It snakes intervenor and Board scrutiny very difficult. On the one hai7d,

given its multiyear character, it lacks the opportilnity for detailed scl~.itiny that a series of one

year cost of service proposals would ensure. On the other hand, without very clear requirements

for continuous improvement and measurements of those improvements, a cap on total capital

expenditures which prevents the utility from simply recovering its budgeted capital expenditures,

or more, without serious challenge. For example, the Board has stated in earlier cases that the

utility is free to apply to recover capital overspends at rebasing (to demonstrate piudency).

There is no capital spending cap. The Board has, neither clearly articulated, nor enforced the

critical requirements. In BOMA's view, the custom IR concept is flawed and should be

rethought.

The Revenue Requirement Impact of Two Deferral Accounts

The custom IR plan does not restrict Toronto Hydro from overspending the plan's capital budget.

The revenue requirement impact of a capital overspend in any plan year is placed in the

CRRRVA account and will be used to offset revenue requirement impacts of underspends, if

any, in other plan years, which underspends woLild otherwise be returned to ratepayers, in the

form of lower rates at rebasing. The tiitility may apply to recover any "net" ovez-spend at

rebasing.
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This "tracking" feature of the CRRRVA account is not appropriate because the z~egiiire~nent to

return underspeilds to ratepayers is simply returning to ratepayers mollies they have already paid

the company in rates. There is nn equivalence between returning ratepayers' money to them aizd

allowing the company to spend in excess of its capital budget and recover those funds fioin

ratepayers..The current structure of the account does not make sense.

Relative to the fourth generatiolz IRM plan, the company's plan tends to encourage overspending

on capital because, as a practical matter, particularly given the company's refusal to prioritize its

capex projects, obtaining a clear view of the company's realistic needs is very difficult. The

Board has become increasingly concerned about the multiyear custom IR with C-factor since the

construct first was approved in EB-2014-0116.

The CRRRVA account which requires Toronto Hydro to credit amounts of ai7y variance account

for any shortfall of in-service additions, but only at rebasing, aild only ii1 the event that Toronto

Hydro's overspending in other plan years does not offset the underspending in plan years is not

fair to customers. For example, the structure of the account would pei7nit the company to

eliminate and remaining credits by overspending i1z the fourth and fifth years of the plan.

Moreover, accuracy in budgets is important, and should not be compromised by this overspend

feature.

BOMA stiiggests that the CRRRVA be amended in this proceeding, to remove the ti-acicin~;

feature, and simply record underspends, which, as part of the amival adjushnent process, be

returned to ratepayers to ensure that the ratepayers do not pay in rates for services they have not

received. In addition, the utility should not be able to apply at rebasing to include capital
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expenditures in excess of its bLldget at rebasin~. The plan's proposed capital budget should be a

hard cap, to incept Toronto Hydro to budget more accurately.

Finally, the current variance account for third party driven capex incepts excessive capital

expenditures. First, notwithstandiizg the fact that Toronto Hydro has increased its annual

"system access relocation projects" forecast to about $100 million annually, from $50 million

aili~ually, in tl7e previous IRM plan, the variance account is maintained without modification.

Toronto Hydro, therefore, is not required, in the event of a goverilinent direction to relocate

assets in excess of Toronto Hydro's forecast of such amounts to reduce some of its other planned

capital expenditures, in the system renewal, system service, or general plant categories, to offset

the unforeseen increases in government relocation directives. The company just increases its

capex to accommodate the additional requests. Nor does it have an incentive to negotiate

vigorously the cost sharing for various relocation projects, such as Metrolinx-driven

infrastructure replacements projects, that do not fall under the Public Utility on Public Highways

legislation.

Moreover, the wording of the variance account allows Toronto Hydro to include opportunistic

customer service infrastructure expansion projects that are occasioned by the replacement

request to lie included in the variance account. This feature leaves a very large loophole to place

large costs in a deferral account in respect of projects that would be incurred in any event in the

next year or two, and would have to be included in the coil~~any's capital budget for that year. It

is not appropriate to use the il~frastructure relocation deferral account for this purpose. At tl~e

very least, only the advancement (interest cost) should be included. But given the difficulty of

drawing a clear line between such projects and business as usual customer service projects, it is

preferable to remove that feature from the account. BOMA would also suggest that a portion,



50%, of any relocation-required capex, over and above that included in rates, be absorbed by

Toronto Hydro through reduction of other, lower priority projects.

Earnings Sharing Mechanism

BOMA's view is that Toronto Hydro's earning sharing proposal is not appropriate. It is designed

to be a true-up of the non-capital driven part of revenue requireineilt. That is not the purpose of

an earning sharing arrangement, as it has developed ii1 Ontario's regulatory jurisprudence. The

true purpose, now well established, has been to allow ratepayers to share in overearnings during

the IRM term. BOMA proposes that the earnings sharing mechanism be returned to its "normal"

configuration, with a 100 basis point dead zone. In other words, actual earnings in excess of 100

basis points over Board approved ROE shall be shared 50%-50% between ratepayers and the

shareholder. The ean~ings sharing mechanism should also be asymmetrical, and calculated for

each year of the flan. Amounts due to ratepayers under the earnings sharing plan should be

disposed of to ratepayers at rebasing.

SOMA accepts the Z-factor and off-ramps as proposed, in accordance with Board policy.

3.1 A~^e the proposed 2020-2024 mate base amounts (including the worltiizg capital allowance

ajnounts) reasonable?

The company's evidence provides the following data on the proposed increase in rate base over

the 2020-2024 plan teen (J 1.7, Appendix A):

2020 $4.592 billion

2021 $4,829.1 billion

2022 $5,076.4 billion
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2023 $5,3(5.5 billion

2024 $5,636.3 billion

For comparison purposes, the company's rate base in 2009 was $2.03 billion.

The rate base is forecast to il~crease over the plan period by $1,044.1 billion, an increase of

approximately 20.2°/,, with average annual increases of about $200 million. These increases,

like the increases in capital expenditures (see below), are excessive.

Toronto Hydro uses the half year rate to calculate its annual in-service additions. However, as

the Board staff has noted in its submission, the calculation of depreciation is based on monthly

information (2A-Staff-52(b)). BOMA proposes that using this method to calculate the two

components of the rate base should be consistent. It recommends that in-service additions

should be calculated on an average of monthly average basis, snaking it consistent with the

calculation of depreciation.

BOMA believes it is a more accurate ineasui-ement on izl-service additions, especially liven that

in-service additions are typically launched toward the ei~d of the year, given the Canadian

construction cycle.

Board staff has calculated that, on the basis of data provided in J1.9, the rate base in each of

years 2020 through 2024 would be about $74 million lower- than the applicant's proposed rate

base amounts if the Board accepts the move to an average of monthly averages approach.

BOMA agrEes with this calculation, and proposes that the Board direct Toronto Hydro to adopt

the average of monthly averages approach to calculate in-service additions.
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Copeland Disallowance

Net of the large decrease in Toronto Hydro's required capital contributions to Hydro One,

Toronto Hydio's actual cost to complete Phase I of the Copeland station was $164.1 million,

compared to the Board's appt-oved amount of $134.6 million, a cost overrun of $29.5 million, or

19% (2B-Staff-95, p4).

The components of the overrun included design and construction for both substations ($20

million) and building design generally ($3 million), offset to some degree by a lower than

forecast capital expenditures fo1- substation equipment (Ibid).

In BOMA's view, a substantial part of the overrun was the result of improper and incomplete

planning, and failure to properly assess issues of potential project risks (2B-Staff-95(b)).

BOMA is of the view that the Board should disallow $10 million of the $29.5 million cost

overrun.

Contractor Insolvency

In the event Toronto Hydro's first contractor, Carillion Construction Inc., which is currently in

insolvency proceedings, is required to wake a pay~nelzt to Toronto Hydro pursuant to these

proceedings, or otherwise, SOMA agrees with Board staff that that amount should be

characterized as an offset to rate base. The revenue requirement impact of the removal from rate

base should be placed iii a new deferral account, the Carillion Insolvency Payments Receivable

Account. The amount should not he recorded in the CRRRVA. It would not be appropriate,

given that Toronto Hydro chose Carillion as its contractor, for Toronto Hydro to profit from

failing to properly assess the risk of its failure.
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3.2 7s the level of p~~oposec~ 2020-2024 capital expendittiares card in-service additions czf^ising

fi~oin the clistributio~z system plan c~ppropf~iate, and is the rationale foj~ plaizni~~g c~nc~

pcccing clZoices, including trade-offs between capital and operating costs, ccpp~~opriczte

and adequately explained?

Excessive Increases in Capex

The level of the proposed 2020-2024 capital expenditures of $2,827.4 billion and capital in-

service addition is inappropriate for several reasons.

First, the farecast capital budget for 2020-2024 is $2,827.4 billion compared to the 2015-2019

Board-approved budget of $2,241.2 billion, an overall increase of $586.2 million, an average

annual increase of $117 million, a 20% annual increase. The company's evidence is that the

2020-2024 capex total amount is 19% higher than that of the previous plan (2B-BOMA-62), and

in-service additions are correspondingly higher (see comments on in-service additions below).

The company states:

"As the Distributioi2 System Plan is cz five year plan, the capp~^opric~te comparison for the

capital eapenditzu^e pla~Z is between t12e total 2020-2024 amounts, c~nd the 2015-2019

czctuc~ls c~nd bridge year amounts. On this basis, Toronto Hyd~^o is proposing to ine~eczse

its overall capital expenditzu°es by czpproxiinaZely 19 percejzt". (2B-BOMA-62)

In BOMA's view, the company misled the Board when it stated during presentation day, which

presentation is part of its evidence, aild during which no cross-exaininatioi~ or questions by

intervenors were allowed, that the 2020-2024 budget constituted a slight increase (Presentation

Day Tr, p10) over t11e previous plan's capital budget.

During Presentation Day, the company stated:
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"These clza~~ts show that ,for total cc~pitczl, yotia will see that the 2020-2024 plan is

compcz~°able to ltiistoricc~l expenditures. Tl~ej°e is, however, a sli~I~t iize~~ectse, 'I will spec~Iz

to wh.y this is needed iii the coiniizg slides. "' (our emphasis)

Moreover, BOMA's actual question in BOMA-62 IR (part (a)) was to seek ail explanation for the

company's proposal at Exhibit 2B, Tab A4, p33, Table 7, to increase capital expenditures in 2020

(the cost of service year) over 2019 by $84 million (20%). Toronto Hydro did not answer that

question.

Furthermore, Toronto Hydro overspent its approved capex budget by a total of $130 million over

the 2015-2019 period (U.Staff.173, Appendix C, pl). They overspent in each year of the 2015-

2019 plan. In one year, 2017, Toronto Hydro ovei•s~ent by 18.5%.

Moreover, nowhere in the budget, or elsewhere in the proposal, are specific productivity

improvements including the method by which they wi11 be measured and identified.

These sustained large capital expenditures are excessive, and the resulting in-service additions

and rate impacts are unacceptable.

In malting the comparison between the capital budgets for 2015-2019 and 2020-2024, the Board

should note that these large increases are in spite of the fact that Toronto Hydro has increased its

forecast capital contributions from $311 million (actual) in 2015-2019 to a forecast of $473.1

million in 2020-2024, an increase of $162 million, or snore than SU% (Tr.2, p125).

Priorities and Paci

Toronto Hydro's evidence is that it cannot prioritize its eleven capital programs among one

another. It also seems that it cannot, with the exception of real--lot conversions, prioritize the

projects within any of its pi-ograins, one against another.
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The coinpaily stated:

"The eapitc~l p~~ogi~ams that fo~^f~z pczr^t of this czpplieatiolz cannot be j~c~i~Ized i~~ pj~iority
between then. "

"We can't say that investing in our station ~~e~tiewczl activities is, for example, more
important than investiizg i~z our networiz syster~i. " (Tr.2, p 129)

While BOMA believes that, from an engineering perspective, each program has a rationale, as a

practical matter, at a given point iii time, given the investments Toronto Hydro has made in the

past, the relative condition of the assets in question, Toronto Hydro's reliability objectives and

needs for the next few years, Toronto Hydro can prioritize one program group over another to a

considerable extent. BOMA does not suggest that Toronto Hydro would not do a single project

in any program, but the emphasis among programs would be different, and more projects, with a

larger share of the total budget, would fall into some programs more than in others.

The company stated that it would prioritize projects in programs where projects were somewhat

homogenous to a reasonable extent (Tr.2, p 131). But they have not done so, except for rear lot

conversions (Tr.2, p131). The company also stated that, in the event they wished to reprioritize,

they would need to then revisit their plaizning and reporting process (Tr.2, p132). Of course they

would. That revision is, in BOMA's view, what reprioritizing the programs/projects means. But

what were the original priorities, the foundation against, which those subsequent decisions were

taken?

Lack of stated priorities, among programs and/or projects, is evidence of lack of discipline in

assembling the capital budget and in pacing capital projects.

The Board has stated that the RRFE requires pacing and prioritizing in order to ts-ansparently

reflect the overall purpose and scope of the DSP, which is what drives capital expenditures, in-
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service additions, anc~ ultimately, 70% of the revenue requirement in this proceec~iilg. While the

company may, oil occasion, need to do projects out of the older specified in its prioritized capital

budget, the Board needs to have some sense of the impact of a decision to reduce the level of

capital expenditures. The knowledge of impacts, which can be determined if Toronto Hydro has

prioritized its projects within and across programs can held determine whether Toronto Hydro is

making decisions consistent with the overall priorities of the plan, aild good asset management

practices. Toronto Hydro states that all the projects are necessary; a statement that is incoz-~-ect.

Some projects are required by law, such as those projects to relocate utility infrastructure at the

direction of governments or public agencies, or to comply with deadlines in enviromnental

statutes, such as the Canadian Environmental Protection Act, which has set a deadline of January

1, 2025 for the removal of PCBs fi•oin utility infrastructure. Customers must be connected in

accordance with the timelines in the Distribution System Code. Some projects are reactive,

needed to replace failed assets. Projects that were partially completed in the previous years)

normally have priority, for cost-effectiveness and efficiency reasons, over projects not yet

started. Not all projects are of equal urgency. However, Toronto Hydro has some discretion

over the other categories of pt•ojects, such as system renewal, general plant, and soiree system

service projects. Good asset management practices require that asset condition, not just age,

should drive systei~n renewal projects.

The abser7ce of prioritisation leads BOMA to wander• whether the annual revisions are more ad

hoc.

System re~lewal capital expenditures, which constitute, by far-, the largest element of the overall

2020-202A capital budget increase fi-oin $1.31 billion in 2015-2019 to $1.62 billion in 2020-2024
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(Tr.l, p30), an increase of 24%. In-service additions increased fioln $2.47 billion (actual and

forecast) in 2015-2019, to a forecast $2.74 billion for- 2020-2024, an increase of 11 % (Tr.l, p32).

In-Service Additions

Toronto Hydt-o's proposed in-service additions related to the proposed capital expenditures and

CWIP are $2.77 billion over the 2020-2024 plan term.

BOMA shares Board staffs concern about the current methodology used by Toronto Hydro to

convert capital expenditures and CWIP into in-service additions, which are discussed at ~p97-

100 of Board staffs submission. BOMA supports Board staffs recoimnendation to forecast and

report in-service additions, at the program level, while continuing with its current practice of

forecasting in-service additions for major projects, on aproject-specific basis. BOMA suggests

that major projects be defined as any project in excess of $5 million. BOMA accepts Toronto

Hydro's current practice for this proceeding, Uut Taronto Hydro should use the proposed new

approach in its next rebasing.

BOMA agrees that Toronto Hydro should file detailed schedules as part of its draft rate order

that show how approved capital expenditures have been reflected in in-service additions over

each year of the 2020-2024 term, on a project by project basis.

This reporting, combined with the new method of calculation, will allow the Board to determine

whether assets it approved to go in-service actually did go in-service, and then aslc for

explanatio»s if they did not, and/or other projects did. The Board's adoption of these

recommendations on in-service additions will go some way to dealing with the complexity of the

eun•ent custom IR approach, which BOMA discusses at length elsewhere ii1 this Submission, and
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would assist intervenors and the Board to obtain a clear picture of the extent to which Toronto

Hydro's executive decisions actually reflect the Distribution System Plan. A direction to

prioritize programs/projects, in conjtulction with the above recommendations would also help.

3.2 ~Continued~pital vs. OM&A' and Productivit~pioveinents (the latter is also part of

Issues 2.1 and 2.2) and impacts on reliability)

Issue 3.2 contains, in part, the issue of whether the rationale for planning and pacing choices,

including trade-offs between capital and operating costs, are appropriate and adequately

explained.

The Board has, iu recent cases, including the last Toronto Hydro case, emphasized the need to

show how capital expenditures will reduce operating costs.

In EB-2014-0116, the Board stated:

"While the OEB recognizes thcct the relationshzp between capital spending and OM&A is

complex, the OEB,finds that it is reasonable to expect that there will be some ~^ecluctions

in OMc~I costs, pa~~ticularly those related to n~aintenc~nce~fi^ofn the lar~-e cc~~ital

expenditures over many yectj~s on system renewal general ~lcznt and system service.

New assets should i~eguire less mainte~zc~nce and their old assets (at least in the

correction nzczintenc~nce category) anc~ unde~grounc~ assets should Neguire less

mainteizctnce than ove~~head assets czs there is no need,fo~~ vegetation j~zancegement and no

issue of c~niinal interfe~^ence.

The OEI3 finds tlz~at czs aging assets aNe replaced, the extent to which tl~e system requires

~̂ eczctive ~nc~intenan~ce should he reduced. Most of Toronto Hyclr~o's capital spending is o~~

system upgrades rather than the expansion of their system, so new assets czre replacing

old oszes that i~eyc~ire corrective i~~aintencznce iiz addition to routine inspectio~~s c~nd

p~~eventc~tive mc~i~ztenaizce" (pl l) (our emphasis).

Many of Toronto Hydro's system renewal capital programs, such as rear lot conversion,

underground replacements, netwarl< automation and control, replacing and utilization of

enterprise development software, fleet capital expenditures, worst case feeder replacement, aild

underground network replacements in the downtown core, ai-e capital programs, as a result of
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which one would expect i~nprove~nents in OM&A, including corrective and material

maintenance, and vegetation control costs, as a result of more undergroundin~; of assets and rear

lot conversions.

However, there is very little evidence or discussion of OM&A reduction driven by this very large

capital plan. Generally, Toronto Hydro is rather dismissive of the potential for OM&A

reductions as a result of capital programs. It identifies such savings resulting from oi~e or two of

its capital programs, and some savings mentioned are very small.

Reliability

Toronto Hydro's evidence is that among all t11e Ontario electric utilities, it is in the second

quartile for SAIDI and the third quartile for SAIFI (Tr.l, p33), and in the two cost benchmark

studies (PSE and PEG) in this proceeding, it fares better than benchmark on SAIDI and worse

than benchmark on SAIFI. The company's evidence is that the reliability is somewhat higher

today than it was in 2015, at the start of the last plan (Tr.l, p35). The company exceeded its plan

targets for- SAIFI and SAIDI improvements over the 2015-2019 plan, even though in its EB-

2014-0116 decision, the Board reduced the company's proposed capital budget by $300 million.

However, in this case, despite a large increase in capital budget over the 2015-2019 capital

budget, Toronto Hydro is forecasting no reliability improve~neilts, other than on a very few

feeders, and in those cases by an unspecified amount.

This application proposes very lame capital expenditures over the term, following large capital

expenditures over the previous teY-m, which results in a total cost of $5,068 billion over ten years

prior to overspends. Most of the expenditures are nn system renewal, and general plant projects.
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Yet Toronto Hydro has committed only to n~aintaiil reliability. Toronto Hydro should be making

commitments to improve reliability, given the size of the proposed system renewal capital

budgets in 2015-2019 and 2020-2024. By the same token Toronto Hydro's evidence, in

response to questions by Board member Prank is that it did not examine altet-native Mans and

capital budgets that would result in no rate increases or rate decreases over the tern which might

result iu acceptable decreases in reliability (Tr: Evidence Overview Presentation, p38) (our

emphasis).

Measurable Productivity Improvements

One of the custom IR plans required features, one that distinguishes a custom IR plan from a

multiyear cost of service plan, is the company's clear cominitinent to measurable productivity

and efficiency improvements over each year of the plan term; in other words, continuous

improvement. However, Toronto Hydro has stated (CCC.14) that it caimot forecast the savings

which will result from capital expenditure programs, or fioin other productivity initiatives. Both

Board staff and BOMA had asked Toronto Hydro to provide estimated cost savings resulting

from each of the capital expenditures listed in their explanations of how the savings will be

monitored and measured over• the 2020-2024 period (2B.Staff.62). The preamble to the Board

staffs question was:

"Toronto Hydro lists tl~e following sources of cost s~avin~s resulting _fi^oi~~ its cc~pitc~l

progf c~n~s; G~~id Modernization, Capacity I~~zprovements, Stc~i2dcardization; Ar~eca

Rebuilds; Conser~vation~ First; Safety and F~avi~or~mentc~l Costs; Fnhc~izcecl Wo~^k

Coot~cli~zation; Facilities Asset Mafuage~ne~7t Syste»~; and ProcuNement" [Exhibit 2B,

Section A4.4, pp22-23] (our emphasis).

Toronto Hydro referred Board staff and BOMA to 1B-CCC-14. There, Toronto Hydro stated:
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"At this tune, To~~oi~to Hydro is unable to quantify the estii~~ates of cost savings of the

planned zr~itiatives the ones listed czboveJ. As part of the continuozas i~nprove~~zen~ts

throughout Zhe plan period, ToNonto Hyde°o inteizds to evaluate the opef~cztion~ctl

effectiveness gc~iszed, as well as the Nedueed crud c~voidec~ costs".

BOMA finds that Toronto Hydro's reluctance or inability to estimate savings from productivity

initiatives, whether of a capital or OM&A nature, including OM&A reductions from capital

programs, is unacceptable. Without being measured, savings cannot be demonstrated. The

proposed initiatives r~inain at best aspirational, unsupported assertions. It is critical to the

success of aresults-driven incentive regime, especially a custom IR proposal, that the benefits

from productivity enhancements can be measured and verified. Toronto Hydro should already

have regimes in place to measure the savings from each of the cited initiatives, as well as others.

The lack of such measurable productivity improvements makes Toronto Hydro's custom IR

proposal non-compliant with a fundamental requirement of the custom IR option, as outlined in

the RRFE, namely, that it demonstrate °continuous improvement" over the term of the plan.

Moreover, the Rate Handbook states that:

"Custom IR is not c~ f~~ulti-year cost of service, explicit,financzc~l incentive for continuous

if~~proveinents ajzd cost control targets i~~tist be iizclzided in the application. "

In its last Toronto Hydro decision (EB-2014-0116), the Board observed that:

"At the heart of~ the RRFE policy objectives are custofner~-focused outco»zes and

continuous ii~~p~~oveme~zt by c~ist~^cbutors [EB-2014-0116, p4]. A Custom IR, unlike otlzer

rate-setting options i~z the IZKFE, does not ijzcluc~e a pr~ecleternzined,formulc~ approach to

annual rate acljcrsti~~ents. It does not c~uto~naticc~lly ti^ig ~e  f nancial iizcentive foi° the

distributor to sti^ive for co~~~tinuozas in~p~~ovement. The OEB expects that Custoi~i IR

a~~plications will include , fe~atuv~es that create these ince~~tives in the cojtitext of the

dish^ibutor's particLrla~~ business environrnei2t" ~Ibicl, pSJ (our emphasis).

BOMA reads these colml~ents as requiring more than simply a stretch factor.
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In its March 19, 2019 decision, EB-2017-0049, X57, the Boal•d discusses how it wishes Hydro

One Distribution to deal with productivity initiatives in futlu~e proceedings.

"In,further applications, the 13oc~r~c~' directs I-Iyclro One:

... to clearly describe the methodology by wl2ich czfzy cictii~2ed productivity savings

are determined, and whether these savings represent net cost savings for the

coinpc~ny, which wozcicl t~anslcate into ~ecluced costs for its rate payee^s. In

ac~clition, as recoi~iineiZclecl by BOMA in its .final c~t~gunient, the Board clir^ects

Hydro One to file, within twelve months of the Decision and Order, a ~~eport

showing the statics of productivity initiatives listed in I-25-Staff=123, including

czctuczl savings with a discussion of any devicztzon_from plan" (p57).

It is simply not good enough for Toronto Hydro to say that they focus on productivity ii1

everything that they do in the operation of their business.

The company agreed that over tine, they may be able to measure the impact of the new

inspection forms. They did not pt-ovide examples of productivity initiatives, for which they are

currently measuring savizlgs. Perhaps they can do so in their reply argument.

The Board should direct Toronto Hydro to establish a group of productivity enhancement

initiatives, either capital or OM&A, with measureable and verifiable results over the plan term

and beyond, aild to report to the Board and intervenors annually on progress in ineetii~g the

savings targets for each measure.

Toronto Hydro has not done that in this case, and it is not enough to claim, as they have claimed,

that the proposed levels of the OM&A and capital budgets are evidence of continuous

improvement. Specific initiatives must be identified, measured and reported. The Board should

pz-ovide timelines for- these activities.
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BOMA believes that Toronto Hydro can and must dig deeper to find ways to measure results of

its productivity and continuous improvement initiatives, and to establish a deep iizventoi-y of such

measures. For example, the company stated that it might be possible to measure savings from

some OM&A improvements over a longer period of time (Brett). They deed to think harder

about this challenge.

Unit Costs Analysis and Benchmark

In its Handbook for Utility Rate Applications, October 13, 2016 ("Rate Handbook"), the Board

makes clear that applicants proposing custom IR plans must provide evidence in the form of

external benchmarking and internal analysis to compare specific programs or projects on a year

over year basis, and with other utilities to determine best practices measures for unit costs and.

other measures. Progress on unit costs over time would be one example of continuous

improvement, and proposals to lower unit costs for a particular asset classes) by a specified

amount, in a specified time period, could be considered productivity improvements.

The applicant retained UMS, a consulting firm:

"to conclticct cc third party independent review of Toronto Hydro's methodology ,for
clerivzng unit costs c~i~d also to pe~~fornz a benclzmczrking comparison on c~ pre-selected
group of asset categories a~~cl inair~teizance pt~ogrczi~2s. " (Tr.8, p100)

The study noted that:

"...while the u~zit cost cof~cept 1a~as strc~iglatfor-wctr•d, the Nepor2ing of unit costs .for
prodti~ctivity i~~ec~surez~~erat czizc~ benclTn~a~~Idng is complex. (Ibid)

The study purported to compare Toronto Hydro's unit costs for seven asset replacement

programs and four ~naintenai~ce pi~ogra~ns with a peer group of seventeen US and Canadian

utilities, and to assess Toronto .Hydrds maturity level in ineasui•ing unit costs to determine
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performance. Mr. Cummins, the company's expert, when asked "is it fair to sc~y that t7ze use of

unit cost analysis czs a perfoNmcznce meczsuNef~~e~zt tool in rate cases is still at c~ fairly immature

stage ", answered in the affirmative.

He noted that, as an example:

"f fty percent (50%) of the utilities responding to the survey could not provide unit costs

for three of the four mc~ii~tenance pj~ogf~anzs. " (Ibid, p6)
The study also noted that:

"most unit cost data from utilities care orders of magnitude estimates used to support
financial reporting requirements, and define staffing levels. "

The witness further stated that Toronto Hydro was at about the wine state of maturity as the

industry as a whole except that Toronto Hydro was aware of the shortcomings of unit cost

measurement and was attempting to improve upon existing practices.

The witness stated that he was not aware of any rate case in either Canada or the US where unit

cost was a driver of the regulator's decision (Tr.8, p153).

UMS received unit cost data from Toronto Hydro at the outset of the study.

BOMA notes that the numbers provided by Toronto Hydro were not included on the record, and

that the validity of the study's benchmarlcing comparison depends on the validity of the numbers

provided by Toronto Hydro. The witness stated that UMS did not audit the Toronto Hydro

numbers as part of the study.

The UMS study was not an econometric study, but rathez- a direct comparison of Toronto Hydro

data with data from a peer group selected by UMS and Toronto Hydro. BOMA has concerns

about that deer group. Ten of the seventeen peer group members at•e clients of UMS. Other
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companies were members of UMS' "learning consortia". Some deer group members, like

SaskPower and Pacific Gas and Electric, have huge service areas, many thousands of square

miles. Others are sii7gle city utilities of very different sizes, like Toroizto Hydro aild Lansing,

Michigan.

It is not clear how UMS compensated for those differences in service area size. In some cases,

they appeared to use data for specific utility administrative regions, or for regional offices, rather

than the entire utility.

The expert's evidence is that UMS did not conduct a full scale performance assessment. They

did not go into that level of detail. Their evidence is also that the results were only "directional";

not performance assessments.

In addition, each difficulty factor, which the study used to "normalize" the unit cost, was

assigned the same impact factor of 20%. Moreover, without the adjustment of unit cost data

provided by the utilities for UMS' "chosen difficulty factors", Table IV-1, at p17 shows that in

every case but one (pole-top transformer replacement), Toronto Hydro's unit costs are very close

to the median. For pole-top transformers replacements, Toronto Hydro was about 35%above the

medium, and remains so after the adjustments, yet Toronto Hydro has not established a program

to reduce its unit cost of replacing pole-top transformers.

The structure of the peer group, the level of detail of the analysis, the wide variety of local

"difficulty" factors, the fact that the unit costs are not specifically linked to pez-fonnance outputs,

and the fact that the results are described as "directional only" by UMS, lead BOMA to suggest

that the Board place little weight on the UMS study in deciding whether rate increases are

appropriate.
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Energ~Storage S_  ysterns

BOMA does not think the question of whether customer specific energy storage systems is a

distribution service is an issue in the current proceeding. While some panties, including Board

staff, have addressed this issue, BOMA is of the view that the issue should be considered more

carefully, in the ongoing DER consultation, or some other generic proceeding. Tiz the meantime,

in the event Toronto Hydro wishes to jointly pursue a customer specific energy storage system,

any distributor owned custom specific energy storage system must not be part of the rate-

regulated distribution assets, and be accounted for separately.

Customer Engagement

The company states that:

"A majority of customers in all czcstome~ classes supported tl~e plan or an accelerated

version of it, including the associated pNice increase." (Exhibit 1B, Tab 1, Schedule 1,

p9)

Ms. Stein went further in her testimony, stating that the telephone survey results indicated that

the plan received 71%residential, 56% small business, and 73% mid-market customer support

(Tr.7, X51).

BOMA does not believe these statements represent a fair, balanced, and reasonable summary of

Innovative's survey results (in this context, "survey" is meant to encompass all aspects and

modes of Innovative's engagement with Toronto Hydro's various customer groups), in pai`t given

the fact that ratepayers repeatedly and unequivocally stated that price was their major concern

with the company's proposal. BOMA notes that Innovative's and Hydro One's overly optimistic

intei~aretation of the survey results led Toronto Hydro to make only "modest refine»~eizts to its
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plan" (Exhibit 1B, Tab 3, Schedule 1, p6), as a result of the customer engagement. The

submissions that follow are offered in support of BOMA's position.

First, the company's prefiled evidence is clear on the subject of price being the ratepayers'

primary concern.

In the Technical Conference, BOMA asked 1VIr. Lyle, the president of Innovative, the following

question:

"... if I were to say to you, well, look I tlzinlz what you are saying helve is that safety,

reliability, and price .are all important but the customers have told us that price is the

most important of those, would you cor~czar with that?"

Mr. Lyle replied "yes" (TC.V4, p12).

Moreover, Innovative's Summary Report, entitled Customer Engagement, 2020 CIR Application

(Exhibit 1B, Tab 3, Schedule 1, Appendix A, "Summary Report"), states at p3 that:

"CustoJners consistently, across rate classes value price and reliability above other

pNiorities, with price constantly cat the toy priority for non-la~~ge use customers." (our

emphasis)

Ii1 its Table, Summary of Customer Priorities, on p5 of its Summary Report, Innovative shows

that urice is the first priority for residential, GS<50 1cW, and mid-market businesses and

institutional customers (our emphasis).

At p8 of the Sui~n~nary Report, Iimovative states:

"Custof~tier~s [low voltune, in the survey, residential end small business] weNe the~i asked

~czfter listing their various needs c~i7c~ pr•efe~~ences tlz~~ough.focus groups) to ranlz outcomes

in o~^dei° to help TH~SL unc~ei~stc~ncl wlzich~ of the most ijnportant outcomes to give priority

to wheiz tlzose o~itcoj~~es conflict. Deliverilzg rec~soncthle electf~icity price clec~~ly ei~zerges

cis the top p1^ioi~ity valued by lo~ti-volt-pine custo»zers, ,followed by f~elic~bility, c~nd tI2e1~

sc~ etf Y~
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Price ranks ahead of eitllet- reliability or safety.

In Phase II, through the use of anonline portal and telephone surveys, Innovative determined and

confirmed that residential, small business, and mid-market customers confirmed their opinions

provided in Phase I to the focus groups that ~n-ice was t11e most important factor (S~ulnmary

Report, p14, Table at bottom of the page).

After determining the customers' focus on price, Innovative moves on to moz-e detailed questions.

At p15 of the Summary Report, just under the Table, Innovative states:

"Before exploring individual programs c~ncl their potential customer benefits c~nc~

outcomes, customers were c~slied to respond to Toronto Hydro 's general approach.

In the telephone surveys, customers received the prean2ble below, which hczd customized

rate impacts based on rate class. The following reflects the reszdential rate class
precznzble.

"13c~sed, in part, o~z the i~~itic~l eusto~ne~~ input, Toronto Hydro has drafted a plan totaling

approximately
$4.38 over, five yec~~s.

Toro~~to Hyclf~o's proposed plan focuses o~~ deliver^inb ci.~j~Nent levels of~reli~abzlity cand

customer seT^vice foi~ »tiost cz~stom.er~s and ta~~geted imps°ovenzents for custonzeNs

experiencing below average service or who 1~clve special i°eliability needs, like hospitals.

This proposed ~~Icziz translates into cai~ ~avet~age 3.4% in~crec~se in your [residential]

clistributiorz j^ates each ycai~.fr~om X020 to ?024. The clistribt-~tion cl~cti°ges olti the nzo~tithCy

bill would inci°ease to $49 by 2024, fof^ cr typical i~esicler~~l~ial custome~~. "

Innovative then asked the following question, in the table below, which elicited the

response shown in the table.

~,
~ ~ _ ~ ~. -

h 'i:. ~-) I i ~ iE~ ;~:J r',; ~r i i ~ ~: of i .•C l_]ta,,. .z? ~.~~J 1 ~~J'.i ,u. ~1~ ~ ~ . i _n

.~". ., 1 1 . 1 'I, ~'~ l ~' t '~' ~ ~ ~_ ~ .:~. I ~ 1 
.. '" ._~_......

Right Approach 37 % 28Y 31%

Nlror~g ANproach 44% 4 67'0 3 7 ̀54,

C)on't know ` 195'0 26°l 3296
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The question in the table, directly above, is difficult to read, so it is reproduced below:

"Do you ,feel that thzs is clefiizitely the right appr~ocach, probably the sight app~~oc~ch,

probably the w~^ong c~pproc~ch oN clefilzitely the w~^ong approach to I'oroi~to Hyd~ro's

plc~nning,for the next, five yeas^s or would yoia say you don't Iznow?"

The answer to this question is clear. For each customer class, residential, small business, and

mid-market, a majority of custon7ers that offered an opinioiz stated that Toronto Hydro's p1a11 for

the next five years, which was described above, was the wrong approach (our emphasis).

The results were as set out in the Table, above. While 44% of residential customers said Toronto

Hydro's approach was wrong, only 37% said it was right; while 46% of small business

respondents said "wrong approach", only 28% said "right approach"; while 37% of the mid-

market customers said "wrong approach", only 31 %said "right approach".

This result is inconsistent with the statements made by Toronto Hydro and Innovative in their

evidence, and cited above.

However, having obtained those results, Innovative did not ask further questions to determine the

reasons for those results.

The unbalanced and overly positive interpretation of the results by Imlovative and Toronto

Hydro can also be seen by careful examination of the results in the Tables on pp18-19 of the

Summary Report (pp39-40 of this Submission).

The Table at the top of p39 (below) reports on the results of questioi7s to various customer

classes on their assessment of Toronto Hyclro's proposed plan. Customers were given three

statements and were asked to identify which of the three best represented their• views. The three

statements were:
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BOMA notes here that Toronto Hydro did not consider offering a full range of custom IR plans.

For example, they did not investigate a plan that would keep rates at their current level, nor any

options) that would reduce rates over the plan term, with a modest decrease in reliability, even

though customers made it clear that stable or reduced prices were a higher priority than

maintenance of reliability.

The summary table is shown immediately below, together• with more detailed tables for each

customer se~nent.
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In the summary table at the top of p39, 37% of residential customers surveyed via the online

portal said Toronto Hydro should stick with its proposed plan (with its projected 3.4% annual

increase in the base delivery rates), 26% said Toronto Hydro should improve service, even if that

meant an annual rate increase above 3.4%, while 21 %stated that the rate increase should be kept

below 3.4%, even if it could mean reductions in customer service. Innovative highlighted that

63% (26% + 37%) that favoured the plan or an acceleration thereof, but did not highlight that

58% (37% + 21%) of customers supported the plan or wished it to be revised to lower the

proposed rate increase. The results were very close.

The same suininary table shows that only 30% of small business customers support the plan as

is, and only 22% support an accelerated plan, while 27% of customers say the plan, which

proposes a 4.4% annual rate increase for small business customers, is too rich and should be cut

back. Imlovative shows the same bias in its reporting of these shall business results,

highlighting that 52% of small business respondents accept the plan and the accelerated version

thereof, while not highlighting the fact that 57% of respondents, a larger number, think that the

plan should be supported as is, or reduced so as to result in lower rate increases. However, the

oi11y figure Innovative stressed in the suin~nary is the 52%.
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Iu the sLun~nary table at the top of p39, the same bias is shown in reporting and highlighting the

results of the telephone survey, which also inchlde the mid-market customers. For each of the

customer groups, the only numbers highlighted were the sun of those that accepted the plan as

is, or an accelerated plan, 71%, 55%, and 53% of residential, small business, and mid-market

customers, respectively, while ignoring the fact that 72%, 71 %, and 75% of the residential, small

business, and mid-market customers, respectively, larger numbers either supported the plan as is

or wanted it rolled back, so as to reduce rate impacts.

In each case, the latter numbers were larger than the numbers which were highlighted in the

summary. BOMA concludes that the summary statements by the company in this proceeding are

incomplete, unbalanced, and do not present a truly accurate picture of the customers' needs and

preferences. They are an effort to spin the results to favour the compatly. The effect is to

mislead the Board about the extent to which the proposed plan reflects customer needs and

preferences.

The same conclusion carp be drawn from the other tables on pp39-40, which report the results for

the individual customer groups (including vulnerable customers).

The second table on p39, which deals with vulnerable customers, shows, of that portion of

vuh~erable customers who stated that their electricity bills have a major impact on their finances,

only 40% (uot a majority) supported the existing plan and 10% all accelerated version, for a total

of 50% (not a majority), while 82% of respondents su~~orted the elan (40%) or wanted it rolled

back to reduce the proposed rate increase (42%) (our emphasis). BOMA also questions why

over one half of the vulnerable ratepayer total- group surveyed said that electricity costs had little

or- no impact on their finances. This stateme~lt is counter-intuitive. The company and Innovative



defined vulnerable consmners to be recipients of various forms of gover~inlent assistance

programs. BOMA believes that the surprising statement noted above is due to the fact that, as

Im~ovative noted, people on gover-~u7lent assistance do not want to admit they are having trouble

paying their bills, in order to preserve their• dignity ii1 difficult circumstances. As in reporting on

the summary table, the Summary Report highlighted only the 50% positive result for highly

impacted, vulnerable customers, while the much larger 82% negative result was not highlighted.

The third table at the bottom of p39 deals with small business customers, who would face a 4.4%

average amlual delivery rate increase from 2020 to 2024. That table shows that only 40% of

sma11 business customers for whom electricity costs have a major impact on the bottom line

support the plan (27%) or an accelerated version (13%), while 74% of that group either want the

plan rolled back to reduce the 4.4% rate increase (47%) or supported the plan (27%). A larger

number of si~nificantl~pacted small business respondents wanted the plan rolled back (47%)

than supported the plan (40%~ (our emphasis). However, Innovative only emphasized the 40%

in favour, and did not highlighted in the table, 74% either supporting the existing plan, ar a

reduced plan with lower rate increases. For the total small business group of respondents

(significant impact, impact, no impact), only 37% of the respondents accepted the plan, while

34% wanted it reduced to produce a lower rate increase. Only the positive result was highlighted

in the Summary Report.

The table o11 p40 shows that of those mid-market customers significantly impacted by electricity

prices, 62% of respondents either supported the plan (49%) or an accelerated plan (12%), while

81 % of respondents either supported the plan (49%), or waisted it reduced (32%) to reduce the

proposed 3.9% annual rate increase over the 2020-2024 period (our emphasis). Needless to say,
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Innovative highlighted the 62% number, and dici not highlight the 81 % number, a selective and

unbalanced interpretation of the results.

On p18 of Appendix 2.2 of the Summary Report, Innovative presei7ts the results of the telephone

survey of residential customers. The questioner recited the same preamble shown at p36 above,

and then put the following question to the respondent:

"Do you feel that this is definitely the right ccppr°oczch, probably the right approach,

probably the wrong approach, or certainly the wrong czpp~oach, or definitely the wrong

approach to Toronto Hydro's planning for the next, five yect~s?"

37% of residential respondents said it was the right approach, while 44% of respondents said it

was the wrong approach. Given the customer focus on the price of delivery service, BOMA

infers that the respondents thought it was the wrong approach because it resulted in a rate

increase that was too high.

After the same preamble, the question asked to the residential respondents (see above), was put

to the small business respondents. Only 28% of respondents said Toronto Hydro had the right

approach, while 46% said Toronto Hydro's approach was wrong. Similar results were set out in

Appendix 2.4, pp18-19, for inid-market respondents.

As with the online portal, Innovative did not follow up these answers in the telephone survey,

probably because they had not inserted such a question in the telephone survey book because

they did lzot anticipate these strongly negative replies.

During the Hearin, Innovative tried to muddy the waters on the issue of whether price was the

primary coi~cein of ratepayers by suggesting that price and reliability were both priorities. The
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attempt was unsuccessful, as it contradicted previous statements in both the prefiled evidence

and the Technical Conference (see above).

Appendix 2.1 of the Report, the Customer Feedback Portal Report (the "Portal") was mainly

utilized by the residential customers. While 10,165 residential custoi~~ers filled out the online

portal; only 181 small business customers did so.

When asked whether there is "anything" in particular that Toronto Hydro calz do to improve its

services, 40% answered either "reduce the price", or• "reduce/remove delivery rates" (p 11). The

next highest response was "improve reliability" at 6% (p 11). At p 16 of the Portal, 49% of

respondents cited price as their most important priority, while 19% cited reliability as their first

priority, and 14% cited safety as their first priority.

When asked what Toronto Hydro could do to improve service to its customers, the largest group

by far, suggested that Toronto Hydro lower its rates. The Suininary Report stated at p 13:

"A .strong majot~zty of Toronto Hydro customers are both _f~zn~iliar with the utility cznd
scztisfiecl with the services they receive. When c~slzed if'there is anything in particular that
Toronto Hydro could do Zo ifnprove seNvices, customers [in all rate classes] respond with
either "nothing" or "reduce the pi^ice... ".

BOMA also has concerns with the structure of the online portal questionnais-e, and some of the

questions. The Board should give little weight to the question and answer on p21. The question

and answer at p21 speaks about "competing trade-offs in infrastructure inveshnent". The

gtitestioil is confusing. It is not clear what infrastructure is being referred to, what "competing

trade-offs" mear7s, aid generally, what the respondent is asked to opine about. How can the

customer opine on "trade-offs" that are not specified? Fui-therinore, there is no mention of the

rate increases required by the "il~frastl•ucture" in question, noi• to the likely impact on reliability.
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The question about "meeting the basics" (p29) is izot useful as it does izot show the impact on

rates of the proposed iilvestinents. In addition, the ~tirst option is drafted such that the only

response solicited is "yes", and the question is not specific enough.

Moreover, the additional comments solicited were largely to the effect (39% of respondents) that

Toronto Hydro needs better management, needs to reduce waste, cut salaries, and find another

way to get the money, without increasing customer rates (p30).

The question on reliability is also unhelpful, as it does not lay out the cost of that aspect of the

plan.

The preamble on p21 is unbalanced and unfair as it does not deal with the costs of the first option

or second option, or the extent to which the frequency and length of outages would increase

more than under the proposed rate increase (not specified) were reduced (the third option). In

other words, the integrity of the initiative. As in the previous question, supplementary comments

focused on increasing efficiency. At least 44% of the responses dealt with efficiency and cost-

effectiveness (p34).

The question dealing with rear- lot conversion does not specify how 111UCI1 the proposed

expenditures on the program contribute to the 3.4% rate increase (p36). Only 56% of small

business respondents agreed to pay the existing price (contract specified) oi• an accelerated price

(p36).

2.2 Customer Scoreccz~~d — I.s 7o~°onto Hydro's pi^oposed customet~ scorecard appropriate?

In the RRFE, the Board stated that:
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"7he achievement of the pe~~forr~zance outcomes will be supported by specific ntiec~sui~es

and targets cznd aY~nual repoYtiizg. Dist~^ibuto~~ perfoi~inczi~ce will be compa~^ecl yeas^ over

year, both to p~~ior~ performance cznd to the perfor»2cance of other distributors. To

fc~eilztate perforn~cz~zce monitoring arzcl c~is2ributo~^ benchi~~arlci~~g, the Boat°d will use cz

scorecard c~ppr~oczch to link di~~ectly to the pei°foj~~rzc~nce outcomes. " (p55)

The Board established four performance outcomes: customer focus, operational effectiveness,

financial performance, and public policy responsiveness.

The Board defines Operational Effectiveness as:

"continuous ifnpNovement in pNocluctivity and cost performance is achieved; cznd utilities

deliver on system f•eliability and quality objectives". (RRFE, p57)

However, Toronto Hydro has developed six outcomes, which it lists in a diagram on p6 of

Exhibit 1B, Tab 2, Schedule 1, p5. The diagram attempts to reconcile Toronto Hydro's six

outcomes with the RRFE's outcomes, but it is only partially successful. Under Operational

Effectiveness, Toronto Hydro lists two of its six outcomes, "Reliability and Safety". While

important, these outcomes do not capture a large part of what the RRFE defines as Operational

Effectiveness, which deals with cost control, productivity and continuous improvement. This

outcome should remain a separate plamied outcome for increased productivity and better cost

management, including increasing capex and OM&A efficiencies, and "doing more with less", to

which could be added, safety and reliability. The absence of a specific Toronto Hydro output of

this nature may be one reason Toronto Hydro is having such difficLllty in delnonsh-atin~

productivity improvements, with measurable results, and reflecting customers' concerns about

the price of distribution services.

Moreover, the custom scorecard u~easures ("measure(s)"), included in the application, lack

specif c quantitative targets (Exhibit 1 B, Tab 2, Schedule 1, p7).
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UI1C~eT CL1St01710T FOCUS, OI1C ITIeaSU2'e 1S CUSt0111e1'S~ e-b1~~S. T~le ~~taT~Et~~ IS ~~ll11~1"OV2~~. ~~I111~1'OVe~~

is not an acceptable target. Toronto Hydro needs to provide the current number of customers on

e-bill, and the proposed increase i11 e-bill customers for each year of the 2020-2024 plan, and the

savings generated each year from the use of e-bills relative to continued use of paper bills.

Doing so would be consistent with the Board's recent observations on Hydro One's customer

scorecard measures in EB-2014-0049, March 19, 2019.

There are three measures listed under Toronto Hydro's output "safety". Two of them are Box

Construction Conversion, and Underground Network Units Conversion. The "target" is

"improve". Improve is not a safety target. Moreover, Toronto Hydro does not relate the

proposed capital expenditures on box construction conversion and network under~~round units

with improvements to specific safety data, as well as related maintenance cost savings.

Under System Reliability Outcomes, the target is to maintain current reliability. However, the

proposed expenditure on rear lot conversion and vegetation management should generate

quantitative reliability improvements for both SAIFI and SAIDL Similarly, there should be

quantitative targets for the proposed increase in reliability for FESI 7 system and FESI 6

customers, rather than just "improve", which is not a target.

With respect to asset management custom perfoi~nance measures, "inonitoi•s" the wood poles

condition, and "improve" direct-buried cable replacement costs, are not targets. The company

should propose quantitative targets for decreases in outages, reduction in direct-buried cable

replaceineizt costs, and redlletion in corrective aild reactive maintenance as a result of both these

initiatives.
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For the Cost Control category, the two measures are average wood pole replacement cost, and

vegetation management cost per km.

In each case, the "target" is monitor. Toronto Hydro should have quantitative targets for each of

the measures, for each year of the five year plan, so that savings from current replacement costs

and vegetation management costs can be clearly demonstrated, as required by the Board in EB-

2017-0049. Nor did Toronto Hydro appear to be aware of Hydro One's recent adoption of best

p1-actices in vegetation control.

What is also missing is a performance measure to improve Toronto Hydro's third quartile in pole

top transformer replacement costs. Toronto Hydro should have moved to remedy this situation

and should be directed to do so in this proceeding.

3.3 Is the proposed treatment of renewable enabling imp~~ovenient investments appropriate?

BOMA accepts, as appropriate, Toronto Hydro's treatment of renewable energy enabling

improvement investments, including renewable enabling ESS projects.

4.1 Is Toronto Hydro 's 2020-2024 load forecast reasonable?

BOMA believes that Toronto Hydro's load forecast is reasonable.

4.2 Are Toro~zto Hydt^o 's 2020 other revenue and shc~r~ed ses°vices,forecasts reasonable?

Toronto E-Iydro has forecast zero revenue for utility property sales in the test year,

notwithstaizdiilg the fact that there have been significaizt gains from the sale of utility assets and

property in every year of the current 2015-2019 IRM tern. BOMA agrees with Board staffs

proposal to increase the 2020 other revenue forecast by $1.78 million, the average of gains on

disposition of assets over the 2015-2019 term.
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S.1 Is the level of proposed 2020 OM&A e.~peizc~ittiir•es c~ppr~opriate crud is the rc~2ionc~le for
plani~il~g choices appropriate aid adequately explcaii~.ed?

Toronto Hydro's ~roposcd 2020 OM&A budget is $278.2 million, an increase of $34.3 million,

or 14.1 % above its proposed 2015 OM&A expenditures of $243.9 million, and an increase of

$99 million above its 2018 OM&A expenditures of $268.3 millioi7, or 3.7% (Exhibit U, Tab 51,

Appendix A). BOMA is of the view that Toronto Hydro's 2020 OM&A budget should beheld to

approximately the same level as its 2018 actual OM&A expenditure of $268.3 million. BOMA

notes that Board staff proposed reductions from Toronto Hydro's proposed 2020 OM&A budget

of approximately $9.4 million, in the following areas: customer care program, $3.7 million (bad

debt expense and external bad debt management costs, asset management program ($1.2 million

reduction for Toronto Hydro write-off of CWIP costs, which the company proposes to collect

from ratepayers), legal and regulatory costs of $0.3 million per year, a $2.5 million IT reduction

which reflects the original forecast cost savings fioin the ERP project, and a staffing and

compensation reduction of $1.7 million to reflect the most recent FTE information.

BOMA notes that, for context, on an OM&A program basis, the 2020 customer care' program at

$49.4 million, and the 2020 Information Technology program at $44.0 million, in 2020, are by

far the largest OM&A ~rogra~ns, accounting for approximately $93 million, or approximately

one-third of the proposed 2020 OM&A budget of $278.2 million (Exhibit U, Tab 4A, Schedule

1 ~ pP 1-2).

BOMA finds the Board staffs analysis supporting its proposed reductions compelling, and is

prepared to support their specific recoininendation for reductions to the OM&A programs.

BOMA would also support reductions in other programs, adding llp to the same total reduction,
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provided Toronto Hydro is able to explain in their Reply, with analysis equivalent ir1 quality to

that performed by Board staff, why their substitutes were preferable.

5.2 A~^e Toronto Hydro 's proposed depreciation expenses (including decomnzzssioning

provision and dej~ecognition), for^ 2020-2024 czppropf~iate?

The proposed updated depreciation and derecognition expenses are found at J8.5. BOMA

accepts Toronto Hydro's proposed depreciation, including derecognition amounts, nothing that

both inay change, if its proposed reduction in capital expenditures, due to a lower capital factor,

are accepted. BOMA also is of the view that the existing derecognition amount not be

operational after December 31, 2019, and that it be closed at the first opportunity after that date.

5.3 Are Toronto Hyclro's proposed PILs and other tc~x an2ounts.for 2020-2024 appropriate?

Toronto Hydro's updated proposed PILs amounts are found in Undertaking J8.5.

Toronto Hydro also seeks to recover a $5.5 million forecast 2020 property tax of $5.5 million.

BOMA supports the property tax proposal. The PILs amounts shown in J8.5 includes the

impacts of the accelerated capital cost provision and relaxation of the half year rule, contaiized in

Bi11 97, given royal assent on June 21, 2019.

The Board's July 25, 2019 Accounting Direction Regarding Bill C-97 and Other Changes in

Regulatory or Legislated Tax Rules for Capital Cost Allowance directed utilities to establish a

separate subaccount of Account 1592, PILs and Tax Variance Account to record that impacts of

the CCA rule change for the period November 1, 2018 until t11e next cost-based rate order.

BOMA supports the establishment of the new sub-account rather- than the use of the CRRRVA

account, or any other• existing account, for this purpose. A separate sub-account will provide

lnoi•e clarity and transparency, and lessen the opportunities for confusion in later- years.
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Moreover, BOMA has proposed elsewhEre in this submission that the CRRRVA be modified to

make it truly an asymmetrical account for underspends only, rather than the current tracking

account.

6.1 A~~e Toronto Hyde^o 's proposed 2020-2024 cost of capztczl amoainZs (interest on debt czftid

s~etzi~~i~. on equity) czppropriccte?

BOMA supports Toronto Hydro's appl•oach to forecasting its cost of capital for 2020, including

its proposed capital structure, its return on equity, and its interest rates on long and short term

debt.

7.1 Are Toronto Hyc~ro's cost allocation c~nd revenue-to-cost ratio proposals appropriate?

Toronto Hydro updated its cost allocation for 2020 in Exhibit U, Tab 7, Schedule 1. BOMA

accepts Toronto Hydro's proposed changes, including in some cases, no change to its

revenue/cost ratios for each rate class.

7.2 Are ToTronto Hydro 's proposals for rate design (including, but not limited to, _fixed /

variable split, loss _factors, retail transmission service rates, specific and other service

CylClYgeS~ ClrJpl'Opl^lCltG'~

BOMA takes no issue with Toronto Hydro's proposed rate design changes.

7.3 Is Toroiato Hyde^o 's c~ppr~oach to cost responsibility for customer service chaNges under its

conditions ofservice approp~zctte?

BOMA agrees with Toronto Hydro's curreizt proposal to continue to provide free fire vault

access once each year, and suggests that this policy should remain in place until at least the next

rebasing year.

8.1 Have the in~zpacts of` ~ri~y changes in accoui~tiizg standards, policies, esti»~ates and

c~djustf~2ei~.ts been properly identified cznd reco~~c~ed, ca~zd is the rate t~~eatinent of each of

these ii~zpczets crppropric~te?

BOMA is of the view that the impacts on standards, effective January 1, 2018, as required by the

International Accounting Standards Board, namely IFRS Financial Instrument (IFRS 9), IFRS
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Revemle from Contract with Customers (IFRS 15), and IFRS Lease (IFRS 16) (Exhibit C, Tab 3,

Schedule 1, ppl-3) have been identified and recorded and the rate treatment For each of these

impacts is appropriate.

8.2 Are ToJ~onto Hyde^o 's psroposals for the disposition of balances in existing defe~~ral and

variance accounts nfzd other ccmou~zts czppropriczte?

(a) Disposition of balances in existing deferral and variance accounts:

Toronto Hydro proposes to dispose of audited December 31, 2018 Groups 1 and 2

DVA balances.

BOMA agrees that Toronto Hydro should dispose of its Group 1 DVA audited balances, an $8.2

million credit to ratepayers, over a one year period, on an interim basis in this proceeding.

BOMA accepts Toronto Hydro's proposal to defer its 2018 LRAMNA final clearance to Toronto

Hydro's 2021 Custom Update application, on the assumption that the Board agrees with Board

staffs view that the 2021 custom update application will not be a mechanistic custom IR

application.

(b) Group 2 DVA December 2018 balances are set out in Board staffs submission,

p134.

BOMA accepts Toronto Hydro's proposal for disposition of December 31, 2018 balances, except

for the US GAAP Deferral Account aild for 2019 forecast Projected Principal Activity.

The US GAAP DVA evidence filed ii1 the April Update is that the balance in the US GAAP DVA

has declined from $86.3 million, the amount determined on December 31, 2018 by the 2018

audit to $48.1 n7illion, a decline of $37.2 million. Given the volatility, BOMA believes that

there is enough cause to think that this account will roughly balance debits versus credits over
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time, acid that, therefore, the disposition of the balance at this time would not be consistent with

the Board's stated policy, set out at p13 of the Board's Report on the Regulatory Treatment of

Pension and OPEB costs, Septeil~ber 14, 2017, that:

"Utilities may p~~opose disposition of the c~ccouizt in futzare cost based rate pf~oceeclings

i.e. ct rebasing like this proeeedingJ, if the gains aszd losses that care tNc~c7~ed iii this

account do not substc~ntiall~o~fset over time. " (ozif° emphasis)

BOMA notes that the decision on when and how to dispose of balances in this account is solely

within the discretion of the regulator, who must decide which disposition and collection/payineilt

strategy is in the public interest.

(c) Proposed Forecast 2019 principal Activity in Group 2 DVA.

Toronto Hydro is proposing to dispose of $64.6 million of unaudited projected 2019 credit

balances to ratepayers over a five year period, as part of this proceeding. The Board's policy, as

outlined in Chapter 2 Filing Requirements for Cost of Service, July 12, 2018, p64, is to a11ow

disposition of only audited DVA balances. The 2019 DVA balances will be audited in 2020.

BOMA proposes that the 2019 balances be disposed of, as would be the case in the noi-~nal

course, in the 2021 custom IR update. Disposition in the 2021 update will tend to stabilize rates

over the term, and i~ot exacerbate the large rider-driven decrease in 2020 rates followed by

smaller increases in 2021, et seq, which stabilization is helpful to BOMA members who have

problems billing tel~ants for fluctuating rates in long term leases. The evidence for the

stabilization proposition is fow~d at Board staff Submission, p136, Footnote 557.
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Other Accounts

Toronto Hydro proposes, and requests, approval to refund to ratepayers certain amounts, for

which Toronto Hydro does not have DVA accounts to capture the balances. BOMA agrees with

the company's proposals.

8.3 Af~e Toy°onto Hydro 's pt~oposccls.for the establishment of new accounts, closing of existing

accounts or continti~ation of existing accounts appropriate?

BOMA refers the Board to its proposals, at ~pp15-17~ of this Submission to amend the terms of

both the CRRRVA and Third Party Directive DVAs.

All of which is respectfully submitted.
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APPENDIX A
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APPENDIX B
(PSE Study)
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APPENDIX C
(PEG Study)
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APPENDIX D
(Undertaking Response J9.3)

Year Toronto Hydro Benclnnarking Score with Congested Urban Variable Removed

2005 15.1

2006 13.5%

2007 16.2%

2008 16.5%

2009 17.8%

2010 22.4%

2011 28.0%

2012 25.2%

2013 28.4% ~I

2014 29.7% 'I

2015 30.7% ~I

I'2016 34.1 %

2017 36.3% ''

2018 39.6% !,

2019 40.7%

2020 42.9%

2021 44.5%

~'2022 46.7%

II2023 48.4%

2024 49.8%
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